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AL SALAM PALACE SECURITY CONTROL ROOMS.

Design project for the operator control consoles located 
in the Security Control Rooms of the Al Salam Palace in 
Kuwait, including the following environments: Security 
Room Block Q (3 operator workposts), the Security 
Room Block P (2 operator workposts) and the BMS 
Room (2 operator workposts).

The project employs open console configurations from 
the Crae Console range, a technical solution especially 
designed to organize 24x7 technological environments 
which require a storage capacity of electronic 
equipment from high to moderate, a well thought 
ergonomic design and user comfort. CRAE console
is specifically destined for 24x7 operations 
environments, having as a main feature its high 
robustness and great capacity to organize all types of 
equipment inside, as well as a perfect integration and 
management of all wiring and connectivity elements.

It is considered appropriate to plan the workstations 
as such to be able to integrate the audiovisual 
equipment required by each operator for his daily 

work, more specifically 3x 24" monitors per operator. 
In case it’s necessary to locate PC’s inside the 
console’s structure, this can easily be closed via a 
bottom tray and hinged doors which would turn the 
structure into a closed cabinet for safeguarding the 
equipment in a safe environment.

Scope of the Project:
Crae Control consoles | Mobile filling drawers | 
Ergonomic solutions for LCD monitors | Ergonomic 
Desk lamps.
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